The index of refraction of deuterium-nitrogen mixtures is almost linear with composition and can be calculated within the limits of experimental error from the Lorentz-Lorentz molar refraction by using values of gas density corrected for the known deviations from ideal mixing behaviour.
Deuterium is slightly more soluble in liquid nitrogen than hydrogen; the relative volatility is 1. 198 at 90°K and about l. 177 at 95°K.
The relative volatility is practically independent of pressure, thus, at 90°K, the relative volatility decreases from 1.198 at 100 psia to 1.196 at 1000 psia, but this range of values is well within the experimental error. Tables I and II, and the values of x-x are plotted for the different calibration blends in Figs. 1 and 2 . c The composition of any unknbwn sample can thus be calculated from Eqs. {1) and (2) to within ±0.02 moleo/o. The internal consistency of the two sets of calibrations--i.e., those for hydrogen--nitrogen and those for deuterium-nitrogen--is very good, as evidenced by the following test: The equations for best fit to the two sets of data were calculated, and the UCRL-3169 Since there is very good correspondence between the two sets of data, it may be concluded that the index of refraction of deuterium-nitrogen mix.-tures could also be calculated from the index of refraction of the pure components and the corrected value of the molar volume of the mixture.
•EARLY BLENDS

LIQUID-VAPOR EQUILIBRIUM DATA
The liquid-vapor .equilibrium data obtained for the deuterium-nitrogen system are tabulated in. 
where x is the mol fraction of neuterium in the liquid, P is the total pi-essure, and PN° 'is the vapor pressure of pure nitrogen at . -10-UCRL-3169
.0100 
which indicates. that a plot of log 'Yz vs x~ should give a straight line going Jhrough the origin. It was considered that if this were the case with the data, ·· the data could be considered theirmodynamically consistent, since no other :method could be developed to test the data for consistency. Figure 6 is a plot of log 'YN versus ~2 , a plot that is indeed a straigh~ l~ne going through the origin, ha~ing a value of B = 1. 00.
For the H 2 -N 2 data, the line expressing the log yN at _90° K was slightly displaced from the 95~ K line, which went through1:he origin; the displacement could be attributed to a systematic error in the vapor compositions of less than 0. 2%. Since this effect is not present in the n 2 -N 2 da~a, however, it may be concluded that the effect is probably due to deviations of the system from the properties predicted by the equation 'of 'state.
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